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Abstract 
The influence of incongruity intolerance levels on people’s aesthetic preference of three catego-
ries of classic and modern artistic paintings was examined. The study uses pictures that trigger in 
the observer the amodal completion, which involves the application and confirmation of already 
consolidated mental schemata, or the perceptual contradiction, which highlights their non-confir- 
mation, generating incongruity experience. As in a first preliminary study conducted by Bonaiuto, 
Biasi, Giannini, & Chiodetti (2001) with advertising images, incongruity intolerance levels were 
assessed with the Building Inclination Test (BIT). Also in this new study, we apply the BIT tool in 
order to select sixty young adults, divided into three subgroups: 20 very incongruity intolerant 
participants, 20 very incongruity tolerant ones, and 20 intermediate participants, both genders 
equally subdivided. Moreover, we selected eighteen colour laser reproductions of classical and 
modern artistic paintings on A4 paper sheets: six show the predominant completion phenomena, 
other six are based on clear incongruous situations and the last six show completion phenomena 
mixed with incongruity. Each participant individually evaluated each illustration on aesthetic and 
physiognomic aspects, using 11-point scales. Double-blind experimental conditions were assured. 
The results show that very incongruity intolerant participants highly aesthetically appreciate the 
completion pictures, but they do not like the incongruent pictures. Differently the very incon-
gruity tolerant participants are able to appreciate all three types of images presented, and at-
tribute positive aesthetic scores also to the incongruent and thus conflictual pictures. The third 
group of participants is characterized by intermediate level of incongruity intolerance and ob-
tain intermediate scores. Collected data confirm our research paradigm based on the theoretical 
model of overloading of conflict, and stress the role of the individual level of intolerance of in-
congruity in the dynamics of aesthetic preferences. This survey also allows to obtain an effect of 
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generalization of the theoretical model through the empirical verification with different types of 
images. 
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1. Introduction and Previous Studies 
As reported in the past by Bonaiuto, Biasi, Giannini, & Chiodetti (2001), the importance and utility of studying 
the world of illustrations and messages is widely recognized in general and dynamic psychology. Nevertheless, 
the relevance of this field is also acknowledged in aesthetics, the psychology of design and personality psychol-
ogy. For a consistent and articulated series of pertinent past contributions, we can mention studies and reviews 
by Anastasi (1964), Bonaiuto (1983, 2006), Cupchik, Leonard, & Lirvine-Kopetski (1998), Schumann & Thor-
son (1999), and several others. 
The new investigation described in these pages aims to contribute to demonstrate that: 
a) It is possible to find interesting relations between human motivations and cognitive processes by carefully 
analyzing advertising illustrations which offer products in order to satisfy one or more human motivations. 
b) Aesthetic preferences for different illustration categories are determined by constellations of dominant mo-
tivations detected according to precise personality indicators, and connected to different, even opposite, funda-
mental cognitive processes (see also Biasi, Bonaiuto, Giannini, & Chiappero, 1999). 
Let us firstly define and describe a pair of what we consider fundamental cognitive processes. These are the 
opposing “completion” and “contradiction” processes. 
The completion process consists of the beholder actively producing perceptual parts that are not concretely 
given in order to make objects, events, people and environments appear complete. These parts are intuitively or 
directly grasped at the perceptual reality level when viewers examine configurations that give sufficient cues and 
that, without this active process, would otherwise appear disturbingly incomplete (Michotte, Thinés, & Crabbé, 
1967; Metzger, 1953; Kanizsa, 1979). 
Because these kinds of inference are constructed by applying preexisting mental schemata, it is also true that 
the completion process confirms these mental schemata. This process uses corresponding schemata, but does not 
leave them unchanged: rather it reinforces their existence and functioning (Bonaiuto, 1983; Biasi, Chiappetta-
Cajola, & Bonaiuto, 2010). 
Furthermore, the completion leads to satisfaction of congruence and regularity needs, on which the drives for 
making sure predictions are partially based, by finding consistent explanations, avoiding inadequacy, gaps or 
fractures in self-image and in the image of others and of the environment. 
The contradiction process consists of establishing a more or less vivid open psychological conflict that arises 
when perception data are connected to the observer’s preexisting mental schemata and demands. These are, 
however, relatively incompatible with the images, which take on a dissonant, incongruent type of nature (Bruner 
& Postman, 1949; Berlyne, 1960; Cowan, 1977; Bonaiuto, Massironi, & Bartoli, 1975; Biasi, Bonaiuto, & Levin, 
2015). 
Terms such as paradoxes, oddities and bizarreries are used to refer to this process. In these cases, mental 
schemata are more or less challenged. They are simultaneously enhanced, revealed and oriented to modification. 
As a result, the correlated expectations are no longer safe. 
The cognitive process of contradiction may lead to satisfaction of psychological conflict needs, corresponding 
to a constellation of drives, opposite to those consonant with the completion process. 
As regards this type of relations, previous investigations by Bonaiuto (1983) indicated that advertising illu-
strations based on a specific group of human motivations such as nutrition, sexuality, sociality, ordered know-
ledge and achievement through conformity to social norms, are generally made by illustrators in an intuitive but 
nevertheless efficacious way, proposing the visual process of amodal completion. On the other hand, advertising 
illustrations based on a different group of human demands, that are curiosity, aggression, the need for adventure 
and achievement through independence, are often made by contradicting shared mental schemata, proposing 
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conflictual situations and mainly visual incongruities. 
This non-random correspondence is quite reasonable if we consider the structure of the goal-objects of human 
motivations. By carrying out appropriate phenomenological analyses and psychodynamic reflections, several of 
the customer goal-objects may be placed within the two categories of completion and open conflict (contradic-
tion). The self is perceived as incomplete when experiencing hunger, sexual desire, social need and the need to 
consolidate and enhance one’s identity; and achieving the respective goal-objects each time allows the appropri-
ate completion. The perceived open conflict in turn reproduces the structure of great contrapositions between 
elements of reality that may involve the self, as when activating exploratory needs, emotional tension needs, de-
structive needs, or self-assertion through independence and obstacle abatement. Isomorphism between the 
goal-objects of the customer (that is a large and vital completion of the self, or an open conflict, respectively), 
and cognitive processes proposed to him by each illustration, should be considered a key-condition and a main 
psychological mechanism by which differences in frequency distributions of customer preferences for specific 
and corresponding advertising illustrations are determined. 
Apart from applications in persuasion processes, our main interest in drafting this work focuses on the impli-
cations concerning aesthetic emotion and personality psychology. 
In this sense, we feel it appropriate to also use a recent and very quick personological evaluation procedure, 
which allows distinguishing between very incongruity intolerant and very incongruity tolerant adults: the Build-
ing Inclination Test (BIT). This test was designed and used in experiments by Bonaiuto, Giannini, & Bonaiuto 
(1989), and has been the subject of later methodological and application contributions (Bonaiuto, Giannini, Biasi, 
& Bartoli, 1996). The individual index of incongruity intolerance obtained with this instrument has been shown 
to significantly correlate negatively with ambiguity tolerance—a trait measured with the MTA-50, a scale de-
signed by Norton (1975)—and to positively correlate with behavioural rigidity, measured with the Zazzo & 
Stamback (1964) inventory. 
The use of the BIT is described further on in the section dealing with the study method. We may just recall 
here that it is a test based on non-verbal incongruity, unlike the others based on questionnaires used in organisa-
tional and work psychology (Driver, Brousseau, & Hunsaker, 1990; Hunsaker, 1975; Hunsaker & Landkamer, 
1995). 
The incongruity intolerance trait, measured using the BIT, has been seen over the various studies to be re-
sponsible for the aesthetic devaluation of art works that show the observer perceptually conflicting configura-
tions, that are thus incongruent with respect to the beholder’s mental schemata and demands. These same art 
works are instead positively appreciated by subjects that have the opposite traits, i.e. those who are very incon-
gruity tolerant (Bonaiuto, Giannini, & Biasi, 2002). 
The existence of individual differences shoudbe included in the domain of experimental phenomenology be-
cause the study of several phenomena in perception as well in other processes reveals that intensity and direction 
phenomena and of the corresponding psychological processes is not the same for every person. One of the first 
experimental phenomenologists, that is Benussi (1904), studying and measuring visual illusion, was able to 
detect the existence of consistent individual differences and outlined the two opposite categories named Global 
versus Analytical subjects. This distinction was then highly developed by Wellek (1961) and Witkin, Faterson, 
Goodenough, & Karp (1962) and others. Other vivid individual differences in cognitive styles are shown if we 
focus the perception of incongrous configurations. In this sense, the Building Inclination Test (BIT) represents a 
very quick evaluation procedure, which allows distinguishing between very incongruity intolerant and very in-
congruity tolerant adults. 
In the previous study, Bonaiuto, Biasi, Giannini, & Chiodetti (2001) showed that these traits give rise to op-
posing aesthetic appraisals even when we are dealing with the aesthetic appreciation of advertising illustrations. 
We present here a development of this study applying the above mentioned research paradigm to classical and 
modern pictorial images, as detailed in next paragraphs. 
2. An Empirical Research Conducted with Classical and Modern Artistic Paintings 
2.1. Hypothesis and Methodology 
We apply the research paradigm presented above to classical and modern pictorial images: 6 paintings based on 
completion phenomena, 6 paintings based on incongruity phenomena and 6 mixed paintings. 
We hypothesize that this three categories of images—that give the beholder pressing confirmation or contra-
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diction processes of expectations and mental schemata—will be in strict consonance with opposite constellations 
of motivational systems and are related to personality trait. 
In particular, we expect that very incongruity intolerant participants will aesthetically appreciate the comple-
tion pictures, but they do not like them incongruent pictures. The very incongruity tolerant participants would be 
able to appreciate the three types of images presented including the incongruent ones. The third group of par-
ticipants characterized by intermediate level of incongruity intolerance, would obtain intermediate scores. 
2.2. Participants 
The template is used to format your paper and style the text. All margins, column widths, line spaces, and text 
fonts are prescribed; please do not alter them. You may note peculiarities. For example, the head margin in this 
template measures proportionately more than is customary. This measurement and others are deliberate, using 
specifications that anticipate your paper as one part of the entire journals, and not as an independent document. 
Please do not revise any of the current designations. 
2.3. Materials, Instruments and Procedure 
2.3.1. Illustrations and Evaluation Scales 
Three types of classical and modern paintings were proposed for testing, reproduced on A4 paper sheets: six 
show the predominant completion phenomena, other six are based on clear incongruous situations and the last 
six show completion phenomena mixed with incongruity (see Tables 1-3). 
The first kind of images encourage the observer to implement above all an intense completion process, while, 
the opposite kind of images give the observer a conspicuous contradiction of commonly shared mental schemata. 
The mixed images includes the two different phenomena at intermediate level. 
Each illustration is listed with the type of product advertised and its mark, together with the specific source 
the illustration has been taken from. A short printed report was also prepared with bipolar evaluation scales, 
having eleven points between pairs of opposite adjectives or sentences. Among these scales, one is particularly 
directly related to aesthetic appreciation or repulsion, being arranged between the adjectives “beautiful” and 
“ugly”. 
 
Table 1. List of paintings based on completion phenomena: Expectation con-
firmation. 
1. Madonna with Child and Saint Anne, by Leonardo da Vinci (1501-1510) 
2. Portrait of Pope Leo X with two Cardinals, by Raphael Sanzio (1517-1518) 
3. Concert, by Michelangelo Merisi da Caravaggio (1595) 
4. The Dukes of Osuna with their Children, by Franciscus Goya (1788) 
5. Three Worlds, by Maurits C. Escher (1955) 
6. Pottery, by Patrick Caufield (1965) 
 
Table 2. List of paintings based on incongruity phenomena: Expectation con-
tradiction. 
1. David and Goliath, by Michelangelo Merisi da Caravaggio (1597-1598) 
2. Flight of Wizards, by Franciscus Goya (1797-1798) 
3. Presage of Civil War. Soft construction with boiled beans, 
by Salvador Dalì (1936) 
4. L’Ange du Foyer ou le Triomphe du Surréalisme, by Max Ernst (1937) 
5. Portrait of Marie Thérèse Walter, by Pablo Picasso (1939) 
6. House of Stairs, by Maurits C. Escher (1951) 
 
Table 3. List of paintings based on completion mixed with incongruity. 
1. Carrying the Dead Christ, by Raphael Sanzio (1507) 
2. The Librarian, by Giuseppe Arcimboldo (ca.1566) 
3. Judith and Holofernes, by Michelangelo Merisi da Caravaggio (1599) 
4. Abraham stopped by the Angel from sacrificing his son Isaac, 
by Rembrandt van Run (1635) 
5. Shootings of the 3rd of May 1808, by Franciscus Goya (1814) 
6. Another Word, by Maurits C. Escher (1947) 
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Other scales are related to the evaluation of parallel physiognomic and structural properties, and two scales to 
the attributed efficacy and persuasive power of each illustration shown. 
2.3.2. The Building Inclination Test (BIT) 
We will briefly describe the test: the assessment setting includes a tridimensional model of a modern tower 
building, 40 cm. tall, tilted 7 degrees from the vertical, painted in realistic colors, and having several other rea-
listic details. The model is shown standing on a table and may be rotated on a circular base. It is well-lit without 
shadows and is against a neutral background. 
It is shown in four fundamental orientations with respect to the observer: leaning forward, leaning backward, 
leaning to the right and to the left. A comparison scale for evaluating the apparent lean, according to the method 
of limits, is also present in the same visual field. It shows 7 elements (each 4.8 cm. high), outlined with black 
contours on white cardboard, and leaning from the vertical with a progressive increase from 1 to 13 degrees. The 
subject also uses a second comparison scale in which the elements lean the same degrees in the opposite direc-
tion, to produce half of the total number of judgments. 
The experimenter first regulates the orientation of the model, keeping it out of sight until ready. Then, four 
basic orientations are shown in random succession, each of them three times with the first comparison scale 
whose elements are leaning to the right (as in the figure), and three times with the second comparison scale, 
whose elements are leaning to the left. In this way, a total of 24 presentations are made. Each subject, indivi-
dually examined, is asked to look freely every time and to choose, from the underlying comparison scale, the 
type of inclination perceptually most similar to the building appearance. 
The images offered by the building model when it leans forward or backward are highly ambiguous, because 
it is hard to determine perceptually whether and to what extent it is really leaning. Under such ambiguous per-
ceptual conditions, the very incongruity intolerant subjects show high perceptual defence against the architec-
tural anomaly, with strong underestimation, ranging from 0 to 3 degrees of inclination, instead of 7 which is the 
realistic choice. On the other hand, the very incongruity tolerant subjects, that is, persons who appreciate ano-
malies, show perceptual facilitation and emphasis. They evaluate the building as leaning 6 degrees or more. 
The individual score for incongruity (i.e. conflict) intolerance is obtained by first calculating the mean value 
of the evaluations of the anomaly, expressed in degrees, in the ambiguous observation condition. This value is 
then subtracted from a ceiling value of 14 degrees, which represents a maximum measurement, double the real 
inclination of the model and therefore higher than the top value of the comparison scales (so that it is never 
reached in the individual mean values). 
Hence, the formula is as follows: I = 14 − A, where I = Incongruity Intolerance (to be determined) and A = 
average evaluation of the model, expressed in degrees, in the Ambiguous observation conditions. The resulting 
score appears to be proportional to the intensity of the defense against incongruity and may therefore constitute a 
suitable index for incongruity intolerance. 
The experience gained in previous studies suggests selecting as very incongruity intolerant people those who 
score 11 points or above. The group of very incongruity tolerant subjects can include those who score 8.30 
points or less. 
2.3.3. Procedure 
We selected, from the larger samples, 18 colour laser reproductions of classical and modern paintings on A4 
paper sheets. Six show the predominant completion phenomena, other six are based on clear incongruous situa-
tions and the last six show completion phenomena mixed with incongruity. 
Each illustration was shown randomly on a lectern, one at a time, in order to be individually evaluated. As al-
ready mentioned above, 20 incongruity very intolerant persons plus 20 incongruity very tolerant ones (both 
genders equally distributed) and 20 intermediate participants were selected using the above-mentioned tool, the 
Building Inclination Test, and assessing the incongruity intolerance index with its relatively quick procedure. 
The 60 selected participants assigned the aesthetic scores and the other relevant quality scores to each illustra-
tion, using the 11-point bipolar evaluation scales whose positions and directions were systematically rotated. 
Double-blind methodological conditions were also assured. 
2.4. Results 
We computed data from the bipolar evaluation scales whose adjectives appear specifically related to aesthetic 
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experience: Beautiful/Ugly. 
The results clearly confirmed the hypotheses (Figure 1) and show that very incongruity intolerant participants 
highly aesthetically appreciate the completion pictures, but they do not like them incongruent pictures. Other-
wise the very incongruity tolerant participants are able to appreciate all three types of images presented, and at-
tribute a positive aesthetic scores also to the incongruent, conflictual pictures. The third group of participants 
characterized by intermediate level of incongruity intolerance, obtain intermediate scores. 
Great similarities can be seen between the results obtained in this study with images of artistic paintings and 
the preliminary one conducted by Bonaiuto, Biasi, Giannini, & Chiodetti (2001) with advertising illustrations 
based on completion versus contradiction phenomena: the two opposite categories of illustrations appear always 
remarkably different from each other and that they often appear with different physiognomic properties to the 
two contrasting personality categories. 
In this preliminary demonstration the differences in evaluations are systematic and particularly noticeable 
when we examine scores assigned to incongruous advertising illustrations. Two opposing semantic profiles are 
obtained: one, which corresponds to evaluations made by the very tolerant subjects, is optimistic and emotion-
ally positive; the other, corresponding to the evaluations made by the very intolerant subjects, is on the whole 
rather neutral. Means, standard deviations and statistical significance data are shown in Table 4 and Table 5. 
Differently from the first study in our new survey we added a third group of participants that have interme-
diate levels of incongruity intolerance and a third group of images called mixed and, as we expected, we ob-
tained intermediate results on aesthetic appreciation’s scores. As reported before, now we choose to compute in 
particular data from the bipolar evaluation scale mainly related to aesthetic experience (Beautiful/Ugly). 
3. Discussion and Conclusions 
Considering the theoretical model of overloading of psychological conflict, the high individual level of incon-
gruity intolerance is related to an increase of negative emotions, aggressive motivation and cognitive conse-
quences as mental rigidity (Biasi, Bonaiuto, & Levin, 2015). 
Within certain limits, in order to avoid and/or reduce the unpleasant features of such an affective activation, 
the high intolerant participant may reject other kinds of psychological conflict, among which there are cognitive 
incongruities such as those well represented in the incongruent classical or modern pictures here presented. 
 
 
Very Incogruity Tolerant 
Participants 
Intermediate Participants 
1 
Very Incogruity Intolerant 
Participants 
Paintings based on 
Completion Phenomena 
Mixed Paintings Paintings based on 
Incongruity Phenomena 
2 3 
0.82 
0.84 
1.01 
0.46 
1.05 
1.75 
1.31 
1.17 
2 
1.5 
0.5 
0.5 
-1 
0 
1 
 
Figure 1. Mean scores related to aesthetic experience: Beautiful (+)/Ugly (−). 
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Table 4. Means, standard deviations (in Brackets) and statistical significance concerning evaluations given by very incon-
gruity tolerant subjects through 11-point bipolar scales, applied to completion and to contradiction advertising illustrations 
(Bonaiuto, Biasi, Giannini, & Chiodetti, 2001). 
11-Point Bipolar Evaluation Scales Completion Advertising Illustration (n = 16) 
Contradiction Advertising 
Illustration (n = 16) 
Statistical Analyses 
(Student’s t test) 
Beautiful (+)/Ugly (−) +0.80 (1.25) +1.31 (1.31) t38 = 1.27 n.s. 
Attractive (+)/Repulsive (−) +0.53 (1.18) +1.46 (1.43) t38 = −2.26 p < 0.02 
Pleasant (+)/Unpleasant (−) +0.76 (1.28) +1.40 (1.33) t38 = 1.53 p < 0.07 
Cheerful (+)/Sad (−) +0.49 (0.75) +1.27 (0.75) t38 = 3.31 p < 0.01 
Restful (+)/Anxiety-Inducing (−) +0.97 (1.01) +1.11 (0.99) t38 = 0.44 n.s. 
Relaxing (+)/Stressing (−) +1.02 (1.01) +1.16 (1.03) t38 = 0.43 n.s. 
Harmonious (+)/Conflictual (−) +1.13 (0.94) +0.87 (1.31) t38 = 0.73 n.s. 
Funny (+)/Serious (−) −0.85 (0.86) +1.56 (0.92) t38 = 8.57 p < 0.001 
Effective (+)/Uneffective (−) +1.01 (1.30) +1.59 (1.16) t38 = 1.50 p < 0.08 
Convincing (+)/Unconvincing (−) +0.86 (0.97) +1.42 (1.11) t38 = 1.71 p < 0.05 
 
Table 5. Means, standard deviations (in brackets) and statistical significance concerning evaluations given by very incongru-
ity intolerant subjects through 11-point bipolar scales, applied to completion and to contradiction advertising illustrations 
(Bonaiuto, Biasi, Giannini, & Chiodetti, 2001). 
11-Point Bipolar Evaluation Scales Completion Advertising Illustration (n = 16) 
Contradiction Advertising 
Illustration (n = 16) 
Statistical Analyses 
(Student’s t test) 
Beautiful (+)/Ugly (−) +1.31 (1.26) +0.30 (0.97) t38 = 2.84 p < 0.01 
Attractive (+)/Repulsive (−) +1.53 (1.23) +0.27 (0.99) t38 = 3.58 p < 0.001 
Pleasant (+)/Unpleasant (−) +1.42 (1.27) +0.14 (0.99) t38 = 3.55 p < 0.001 
Cheerful (+)/Sad (−) +0.80 (1.00) −0.02 (1.10) t38 = 2.47 p < 0.01 
Restful (+)/Anxiety-Inducing (−) +1.34 (1.19) −0.12 (1.04) t38 = 4.16 p < 0.001 
Relaxing (+)/Stressing (−) +1.24 (1.15) −0.03 (1.01) t38 = 3.71 p < 0.001 
Harmonious (+)/Conflictual (−) +1.56 (1.13) −0.15 (1.00) t38 = 5.07 p < 0.001 
Funny (+)/Serious (−) −1.08 (1.29) +1.49 (1.31) t38 = 6.14 p < 0.001 
Effective (+)/Uneffective (−) +1.57 (1.23) +0.79 (1.06) t38 = 1.57 p < 0.02 
Convincing (+)/Unconvincing (−) +1.16 (1.51) −0.38 (1.25) t38 = 1.77 p < 0.05 
 
In conclusion, the incongruity very intolerant subjects give their aesthetic preference to situations confirming 
their mental schemata and expectations and tend to refuse conflictual situations, oddities and paradoxes in ad-
vertising as well as artistic paintings. 
On the contrary, we may conclude that the very tolerant participants are characterized by a low level of psy-
chological conflict and anxiety, and so they appear inclined to appreciate also advertising messages or artistic 
pictures rich in conflictual elements and incongruity aspects. 
We consider that these participants are not anxious and worried in case of disconfimation of their pre-existing 
mental schemata and presumably they satisfy a specific curiosity and motivation to the adventure. 
This kind of personality considerably less appreciate the reassuring images based on completion effect, that 
confirm pre-existing mental schemata and correspond to reassuring motivations. 
In summary, collected data confirm our research paradigm based on the theoretical model of overloading of 
psychological conflict, and stress the role of the individual level of intolerance of incongruity in the dynamics of 
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aesthetic preferences. This survey also allows obtaining an effect of generalization of the theoretical model 
through the empirical verification with different types of images. 
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